


About SocioMee

To interact with the community via messages, 
marketplace, Shotz, scoops and post is not only 
easier but has come up with 
advanced geographies. 

The ideology of SocioMee worked by joining 
hands. Sociomee is founded by Mr. Rashied 
Ahmad (CEO), Mr. Sazvan (CIO) and Mr. Praveen 
Rastogi (CTO).

Solving a real community problem 
by empowering communities.
Supporting ethical content, businesses and users’ 
data privacy, SocioMee is a powerful online 
community packed with multi-features in one app.



What Is SocioMee?
SocioMee is an online community where 
users’ will have the opportunity to 
connect with real content and with 
complete data privacy. 

It means with the world free from 
offensive languages, interference of 
negative, political and social campaigns.



Social Feed
Users’ will have the choice to create text,  posts, videos 
whenever they wish to and right according. You will 
have all the benefits combined at one place where you 
can post videos, images, create events, go live etc.

SocioMee gives you ample benefits in one place which 
makes an easier way to reach your desired goals and 
advantages.

Get alerts, notifications and benefits all combined in 
one place. In addition, stay away from unethical 
content and get complete data privacy.

Millions Watching YOU

Post text, images, videos
Share your thoughts
Post events
Post taginn
Get post alters

Your New World Is Waiting



Marketplace
The Experience Redefined

Sell and buy easily
Instant chat, email and call
Promote post
Products and services based on geofencing

Enhance your reach and so does your business. 
This means with Socoiomee you have a great way 
to explore advanced benefits with the 
marketplace.

Anybody can easily buy and sell anything from the 
marketplace sections. The great journey of online 
shopping begins with SocioMee. 

In addition, you will have Instant chats support, 
Email. Users can easily connect with customer 
support right according to their requirements.

Desire Discover And Relish



Shotz

Showcase your talent across the globe with Shotz. 
Record up to 1 minute of videos from the front or 
back camera. There are many advanced features 
to which you can take advantage of.

You will have the choice to set your video speed 
or apply stickers and filters to your videos as 
well.

Record short videos
Apply filters/stickers
Add music
Great quality
Sound and music effects

Let’s Wow Your Presence

Define You The Way You Want



Go- Live
Let us help you to enhance your social presence. 
With us, you can feel the unmatchable experience. 
You can easily connect with your audience live 
whenever you want to. You can go live allowing 
your users to connect with you across the globe.

You will have the opportunity to enable/disable 
comments as well. In addition, easily witness the 
real-time comments and give notification to all 
viewers on your live video streaming.

Likes with transition
Go live video posting
Go live recording
Activate AR filters
Notification for live video

Reform Your Presence

Explore New World 



Groups
Easily create and manage groups to connect 
with a wide range of audiences across the globe.

Create a group and enhance your profile by  
updating the cover image, name, description, 
category and country.

This means you have the advanced group setting, 
group information, message setting and 
notification.

Create group
Share images, videos and article
Push Notifications on email
Gain new followers
Media and contact sharing

Engage & Grow Together

Connect With The World Easier



Messenger
Engage with your friends, family, and with your 
customer easily with unlimited members. 
SocioMee messenger app facility enables you to 
get one to one chat support, one to one calling 
which means with activating AR features.

In addition to this, you can also enable group 
calling up to 8 members. However socioMee 
messenger allows for personalized auto-send 
broadcast messages for business pages.

One to one chatting and calling
Chat support
Personalized auto send broadcast message
Group calling with upto 8 members
End to end encryption

Fully Featured Chatting App

Well Organized End To End Encryption



Ad- Manager

Create an ad and promote your business 
efficiently. This means you have a way to reach 
your audience on a much wider scale.

Users can easily create ads and even top up the 
credit balance. Beyond this users can easily create 
ads for social feeds and shotz. Here you will have 
the benefit to add one video of a 
maximum of 1 minute. 

Create your Ad
Real time updates
Promote your business
Choose target location

Promote Your Business Efficiently

Drive More Conversion Efficiently



Podcast
Let us talk about anything, connect with the 
trendy topics and the one of your choice.  Discuss 
trendy topics and never get bored.

SocioMee podcast facility enables you to explore 
different categories of topics. After all, it is all 
about removing your boredom.

In other ways, we can say Podcasts are time 
efficient and a form of communication. You will 
have endless possibilities with podcasts.

Listen to your favorite host
Keep storytelling alive
Connect with unique topics
Cut down on screen time
Multitasking work is easier

Listen To Your Favorite Host

Find Your True Space



FAQ’S
1

If i say as an individual then i will 
use the app to socialize my life. I 
will take into account its various 
features to enhance my presence 
over social media.

What problem/goal are you 
trying to solve/achieve with 
the app?

4

For users and to those of business 
people every feature is important. 
All it depends upon what we need. 
So it can be quite difficult for one to 
tell which is most important and 
which is least.

Which features of the app 
are most/least important to 
you?

5

Most of the apps claim to offer 
security but it does not happen so. 
However the case with SocioMee 
seems to enable the one. We hope 
that it remains up to its benefits 
with which it has come

How satisfied are you with 
the security of the app?

2

Well, I must say that the look of the 
app is quite amazing. It has something 
extraordinary for all users to explore. I 
am impressed with the look and the 
features of the app.

How satisfied are you with 
the look and feel of the app?

3

I believe yes, the app is quite 
interesting and I will go with the 
app to entail its benefits.

Did the app help solve your 
problem/achieve your goal?



Ideology
The Idea Behind The Sociomee 
The ideology behind SocioMee is to serve users’ advanced benefits. The app will 
feature ethical content, complete privacy and serve multiple features. One 
place to interact with your connection and businesses to gain benefits.

The idea behind the SocioMee is to erve the European community a space where 
they can connect easily. Because of the low credibility of social media apps, day 
by day users’ are quitting the platforms. But do you think is this the only way? 

The one community where there will 
be all sorts of liberty. There will be 
control with the content you wish to 
undergo, strict data privacy. 
full parental control with the content,  
with enhanced business opportunities. 
Our main goal lies you to augment the 
users’ social presence.

We did not think so and this made us 
challenge  ourselves. With our extensive 
knowledge, expertise and the day to 
day challenges the idea to develop a 
strong social community came out.



Social Media Stats
To what percentage does social media 
own a place in Europe.

Facebook
81.41%

Pinterest
4.69%

YouTube
2.11%

Twitter
5.77%

Instagram
3.49%

Reddit
0.94%



Challenges Faced By 
Social Communities

Population Manipulation
With different political and 
democratic agendas.

Behaviour And Languages
Disregard behaviour and languages 
with no action.

No Choice Of Content
Users do not get the liberty to 
choose content based on their
preferences.

Low Credibility
Continuous trolling, harassment
of users, celebrities quitting 
social media

Breach Of Data
Breach of users’ data 
for political advertising.



Solving Real Community 
Problems

User- Preferred Content
As a user, you will have the 
choice to choose the content 
you wish to see.

Ethical Community 
Interface
Prevent inappropriate content 
or words with smart filters.

Complete User Privacy
Full control over the platform 
without any breach of privacy.

Stay Connected With Real
Verified content and with a 
strict policy.

Self-Governing Platform
Free from any sort of influence 
by a person/organisation



What Makes Us 
Different?

Single App For 
All Features
Manage businesses, groups
and messages in one place.

Ethical Content
AI verification content
for all platforms.

Unique Features
Free from any sort of influence 
by a person/organisation

User-Centric Features
Customize content and
suggestions as per your requirement.

Appropriate Language 
And Behaviour
AI-based filters for blocking bad 
words, images and videos.

Complete Data Privacy
Complete privacy of users’ data
or information.



Demographics
Facebook Users In Denmark Linkedin users in Denmark

Messenger Users In Denmark Instagram Users In Denmark



Denmark’s Population
Denmark had a population of 5.80 million 
in January 2021.
Denmark’s population increased by 21 
thousand (+0.4%) between January 2020 
and January 2021.
50.3% of Denmark’s population is female, 
while 49.7% of its population is male. 
88.2% of Denmark’s population lives in 
urban centres, while 11.8% lives in rural 
areas.



Internet users in Denmark
There were 5.69 million internet users in Denmark in 

January 2021.

The number of internet users in Denmark increased by 23 
thousand (+0.4%) between 2020 and 2021.

Internet penetration in Denmark stood at 98.1% in January 

2021.



Social media statistics for Denmark
There were 4.85 million social media users in Denmark in 

January 2021.

The number of social media users in Denmark increased by 

120 thousand (+2.4%) between 2020 and 2021.

The number of social media users in Denmark was 

equivalent to 83.6% of the total population in January 2021. 



Mobile connections in Denmark
There were 8.78 million mobile connections in 

Denmark in January 2021.

The number of mobile connections in Denmark 

increased by 60 thousand (+0.7%) between 

January 2020 and January 2021.

The number of mobile connections in Denmark 

in January 2021 was equivalent to 151.4% of the 

total population.



USP’s Of SocioMee

AI-Based Content 
Delivery
Progressive user 
control content 
distribution.

Business Oriented 
Marketplace
Easily manage your 
products and 
services at one place. 
content you 
undergo is of your 
choice.

Business Broadcast 
Message
Progressive user 
control content 
distribution.

Strict Data Policy
No data monetization 
of users on the 
platform.

AI-Based Search
Access to localized, 
regional and global 
connection/
content.

Kid’s Safe Content
AI-powered 
content delivery to 
ensure every 
content you 
undergo is of your 
choice.



Risk And Challenges
With the upsurge of social media platform users, nowadays 
want something new and extraordinary. This means the place 
where everything is controlled in one place. However, if there is 
an inconvenience or disturbance that users’ face can set them 
back.

Hence SocioMee is all set to serve users’ to those of businesses 
to support and satisfy them globally with a large community 
arranged in one feature-rich platform.



Thank You 


